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Abstract. Motivated by the structure clash problem, this study examines certain formal transforma- 
tions of data and program structures and relates them to the structure clash problem. It defines 
a division and a decomposition transformation of program and data structures with respect to one 
of its structure blocks. The latter allows a formal derivation of a new structure where this block 
appears at the beginning. The transformation is intuitively introduced for program and data 
structures. At the same time, it is mathematically treated in terms of regular algebra and is shown 
to be reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Thus, equivalence classes of regular expressions that are 
decompositions of each other may be defined. A formal realization of these is constructed as a 
type of circuitless graph. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Data oriented program design methods 

In 1966, Jacopini [4] showed that each program may be built with only three 

basic control structures: sequence, selection and iteration. Since then, the technique 

of nesting these base structures is known as structured proti-;amming. In the following 

discussion, we will speak of ‘structured programs’ in this exact sense. 

The same three base structures may be used for the description of a data structure. 

A data element corresponds to the “operation” box of program structure. Sequence, 

selection and iteration define possible valid data element series, as read or written 

by a program. 

J.-D. Warnier [13] and M. Jackson [ll] have each developed a data oriented 

program design methodology which derives the logical structure of a program from 

the data structures it processes (see also Cohen [5] and Orr [la]). The two 
methodologies differ on one essential point: 

- Warnier considers one consolidated input data structure (the “logical input file”), 

from which the program structure is derived. 

- Jackson takes into account all input and output data structures and then tries to 

match the different structures on each level. The program structure is established 

according to this correspondence. For example, if we suppose that each page of 
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the iist of Fig. l(a) corresponds to one ‘employee’ record in the input file of Fig. 

l(b), we can derive the program structure of Fig. l(c). A graphical notation close 

to that of Cohen [S] is used. Figure 2 shows this notation of base structures and 

their correspondence to Jackson’s notation. 

1.2. The structure clash ~r~~le~l 

Both approaches tend to produce similar results as Iong as ali data structures can 

be brought into correspondence. However, there are situations where this is not 

possible. Jackson describes this as “structure clash”. It is illustrated by the two 

structures of Figs. l(a) and (d) which correspond on the highest (“report”) and the 

report 
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Fig. 1. (a) Page report structure, (b) logical input file structure, (c) corresponding program structure, 
(d) block report strudrire. 
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a 

b C 

Fig. 2. Graphical notation for program and data structures (left: Cohen, right: Jackson): (a) sequence, 
(b) selection, (c) iteration. 

lowest (“line”) level, but on the intermediate level, page and logical block do not 

correspond to each other. 

Jackson proposes the following solution to the structure clash problem: 

(1) As there is no unique data structure, two programs must be written, one for 

each conflicting structure. Program A writes an intermediate file with block titles 
and detail lines. This file is read by program B, which does only physical page lay-out. 

(2) To avoid an intermediate file, program A and B can be written as co-routines. 

At each place where the original program A would write to the intermediate file, 

co-routine A will suspend its operation and activate co-routine B. 

The trouble with the co-routine mechanism is that the most commonly used 

programming languages and operating systems do not support it: SIMULA67 does, 

but COBOL, PLl, Pascal do not. UNIX supports this mechanism by the ‘pipe’ 
concept. Thus, where no such mechanism exists, a further step is needed: 

(3) One program must be written as the main program, say A, while B is written 

as the subroutine that simulates a co-routine. To do this, the read instructions of 

program B must be replaced by a suspend point, using the following procedure: 

- store a state variable identifying the suspend point, 

- GO TO end of program, 

- At program entry, GO TO the suspend point CORRESPONDING to the state 
variable. 

Jackson calls this technique, using state variables and GOTO’S to reach suspend 

points, “program inversion”. 

A mathematical formalization of Jackson’s method and a discussion of its limits 

have been presented by Hughes [13]. Hughes describes input and output data 

structures by regular expressions and the correspondence between them by functions. 

The work of Durieux [7,8], which is based on the same formalism of regular 

expressions, uses rational transductions to formalize the program. He shows that 
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constraints on input-output correspondence may be expressed by inference rules 

in the style of Gentzen. This makes it possible to formalize not only the result but 

also the procedure of Jackson’s method. 

1.3. Inversion vs. structured subtroutine 

- 

Arguments for and against program inversion are discussed in Cohen [5]. 

Some of the arguments in favor of the program inversion technique are: 

The subroutine still reflects the underlying data structure. 

It leads to the right solution by a strictly deterministic procedure. 

Some of the main problems are: 

The use of GOTO'S to leave and reach suspend points is not very satisfactory. 

If the suspend point resides within selection or iteration structures, these must 

be ‘hand coded’ by GOTO'S even for a programming language with explicit structure 

statements (Pascal, PL/ 1). 
The alternative is $0 write a structured subroutine which is functionally equivalent 

to an inverted program. Figure 3(a) shows the obvious solution for the problem 

given by the conflicting structures of Fig. l(a) and l(d). This subroutine is called 

for each detail line and prints a header after the end of a page. In fact, this second 

solution may be derived from a consolidated data structure as shown in Fig. 4. One 

might ask whether there are forma1 techniques to get the structured subroutine from 
the co-routine or the consolidated data structure from the two conflicting structures. 

This question is the major concern of this paper. 

Fig. 3. (a) Page layout subroutine, (b) page layout program for intermediate file. 
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Fig. 4. Consolidated report structure. 

1.4. .Problem statement 

This study is motivated by the following questions: 

- Given an algorithm with a read statement of a sequential file, may it be transformed 

into a subroutine which, when called, is equivalent to the input and processing of 

one record? Formulated differently: Suppose a program is activated and suspended 

from a SUSPEND point nested somewhere in its logical structure and its outermost 

structure is an infinite iteration, then what is the corresponding ‘normal’ program, 

called at its beginning and stopping at its end? I.e., may the structure of Fig. 3(a) 

be formally derived from that of Fig. 3(b)? 

- Is there a systematic way to transform conflicting data structures so as to produce 

a consolidated structure? 

1.5. A_pprotic*Fi o * f this paper 

The paper is divided into two parts: 

- In Section 2, the concepts of division and decomposition transformation and that 

of generalized structure are defined for program and data structures, and their 

properties are discussed in an intuitive way. 

- Hierarchical data structures as used by Jackson may be formalized by regular 

expressions as has been shown by Hughes [lo]. In Section 3, we define the same 
concepts as in Section 2, but for regular expressions. Their properties are formulated 



as theorems and mathematically proved. The formalism of regular algebra allows 

a precise mathematical development of the transformations defined in Section 2 

(see also Acknowledgement). It appears that the transformation rules of Section 2 

may be founded on the base of a few fundamental equations on regular expressions. 

An essential step is the extension of regular expressions by the binary ~te~atjon 

operation. The concept of regular st~ctares will be defined as a circuitfess graph. 

The results in terms of regular algebra may be seen as a rigorous foundation of 
the rules and properties stated for data structures, Their application to program 
structures remains on a more intuitive level, because the concept of conditions on 

some internal state variables is absent in regular algebra. 

- The final section suggests possibIe further applications and outlines some open 

questions. 

2. Transformution of program and data structures 

2. I. Division transformation o~progra~s structures 

We consider program structures built from the following binary base structures: 

sequence: BEGIN p 9 END 

Selection: SELECT C THEN p ELSE 4 END 

iteration: ITER p WHEN C EXlT 9 END 

(where c is a condition) 

The binary iteration structure is a loop which can be exited onty between the two 

blocks p and q. One of the blocks p or q may be null. The familiar iteration structures 

correspond to: 

ITER WHEN c EXIT q END (WHILE NOT c ~0 q END) 

ITER p WHEN C EXIT END (REPEAT p UNTIL C END) 

A binary iteration ITER p WHEN c EXIT q END is equivalent to: 

BEGIN _V WM!LE NO-i’ C DO BEOlN qp END END 

The notion of binary iteration is essential for the transformation that we will 
introduce. In fact, it will appear that, in a precise sense, the binary iteration structure 
is symmetric to the binary selection 1~ THEN ELSE. 

We call a program structure closed if its outermost structure is an infinite iteration: 

ITER p NEVER EXIT q END. (i.e. ITER p WHEN c EXIT q, where c is always false). 
We will focus our interest on closed program structures, because the transformations 
that shall be defined apply to them. In fact, any program may be written as a ‘closed 
structure by a construct such as: ITER program NEVER EXIT suspend execution END 

The central concept of division transformation is defined as follows: Let P(X) be 
a closed program structure and X a structure block, perhaps a single operation, 
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within it. Then the ~~v~sjon ofP by X is a program structure such that an execution 
of the ~~v~s~on is the same as the part of the execution of the original progmm that 
occurs between two executions of the block X 

The division represents “whatever happens” be~een two executions of X. The 
division of P(X) by X shall be noted N,P(X). The most interesting property of 
this tr~sfo~ation is that its result may be formally derived for any closed program 
structure with respect to one of its structure blocks. This is done by a set of rules 
that give the result of N,P(X) in terms of the division of P by the block Y into 
which X is nested. (i.e., Y is one of the base structures 

BEGIN xq END, BEGIN qx END, 

SELECTCTHEN x ELSE 4 END, SELECTCTHEN 4 ELSE x END, 

ETERXWHEN C EXITq END, ITER C$ WHEN C EXITX END) 

Then the result of the division transformation is: 
(1) A&P(BEGIN XqEND) = BEGINfj;&p(Y)END 

(2) NJ&BEGIN q X END) =BEGlN&p(Y);qEND 

(3) &P(SELECTCTHEN X ELSE q END)=~TER&P( Y) WHENCEXIT q END 

(4) &P(~TER X WHENCEXIT q END) =SELECTCTHEN&P(Y)ELSEqEND 

(5) &P(ITER q WHENCEXIT X END) =ITERqWHEN -ICEXlTi&P(Y)END 

(6) Nx ITERfjNEVEREXiTXEND =q 

(7) Nx ITERXNEVEREXITqEND =q 

The division of a closed program structure is derived by a recursive application 
of these rules. This means that the result of the transformation is constructed top 
down while the original structure is inspected bottom up. 

Example 2.1. P is the closed program structure: 

(P) ITER 

(2) BEGIN 

open 

(Y) ITER 

(X) read 
WHEN eof EXIT 

process 

(Y) END 

(a END 

NEVEREXIT 

suspend 
(P) END 

Then division by the “read” statement is: 

N,P= SELECT~~~THEN N,P ELSE process END 
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= SELECT eOf 

THEN BEGIN N,P ; open END 

ELSE process 

END 

= SELECT eOf 

THEN BEGIN suspend ; open END 

ELSE process 

END 

We will show the validity of the above rules by intuitive arguments: 

(1) After X, q is executed before the division NY (i.e. the ‘outside’) and then X 

again. 
(2) After X, the division NY is executed before q and then X again. 

(3) After X, the division NY of the selection block will always be executed; as 
long as c is false it may be followed by several executions of q followed by the 

division NY. 
(4) If c is true, the iteration is exited and its division is executed once; otherwise 

the iteration continues and q is executed. 

(5) q is always executed after X. As long as c is true the iteration will be exited 

and its division followed by q will also be executed. 

(6) and (7) are obvious. 
Analogous identities are mathematically proved for regular expressions in 

Section 3. 

Example 2.2. A typical situation of division transformation may be seen in the 

context of a transaction monitor. The monitor invokes the application program for 

a screen input and the program returns control to the monitor after the next output 

to the screen. This may be seen as a division transformation of a program that 

resides in memory while sending to and receiving from the screen. The following 

program continuously receives data from a screen, processes and sends to the screen. 

The outermost iteration and the “suspend” operation have been added to make it 

a closed program. 

(p) ITER 

suspend 

NEVER EXIT 

ITER 

BEGIN 

prepare next screen 

JTER 

send/receive 

check input 

WHEN ok EXIT 
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END 

END 

WHEN enough EXIT 

process 

END 

(P) END 

When applying the above rules, the division of this program by the “send/receive” 

operation produces the following result: 

BEGIN 

check input 

SELECT ok THEN 

BEGIN 

SELECT enough THEN suspend 

ELSE process 
END 

prepare next screen 

END 

END 

END 

This is the equivalent program as it would be written for execution under a 

transaction monitor. I.e., it is called after a screen input and stops before a screen 
output. However, the “suspend” operation should be replaced by an operation that 

informs the monitor to stop execution. 

2.2. Decomposition of program structures 

The division transformation removes the structure block X by which the structure 

was divided. We may combine X and the division A& to get a program structure 

that is in a certain sense equivalent to the original one. To do so, we define a new 

transformation: 

The decomposition of a closed program structure P(X) by a block X is the closed 

structure: ITER X NEVER EXIT j&P(X) END. The decomposition of P(X) by X 

will be noted A!&-. (We also define a right decomposition ML = ITER &P(X) NEVER 

EXIT x END.) 

Executions of the decomposition are the same as those of the original program 
but the structure block X appears at the beginning of the decomposition. The 

decomposition is the program as seen from block X. 

Example 2.3. For example 2.2 the decomposition by “send/receive” is: 

(Q) ITER send/receive 

NEVEREXIT 
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BEGIN 

check input 

SELECT ok THEN 

BEGIN 

SELECT enough THEN suspend 

ELSE PI-OCeSS 

END 

prepare next screen 

END 

END 

END 

(0) END 

The decomposition transfo~ation is s~~~et~ic: it is possible to get back the 
original program structure from its decomposition by performing another decompo- 

sition. This is seen from the example. fn fact, the decomposition of Q (Example 

2.3) by “suspend” reconstitutes the original program P of Example 2.2. 

If Q is the decomposition of P by X, then P can aiways be retrieved from Q by 

another decomposition transformation. To do so, Q is decomposed by the block 

nested in the outermost (NEVER EXIT) iteration of P that does not contain the block 

X by which the first decomposition was done. 
On the other hand, one may be interested in seeing the result when a. first 

decomposition is again decomposed by another block. The following example 

illustrates that the result is the same as that of directly decomposing the original 

structure by this block. 

Example 2.4. The decomposition of program P by “prepare next screen” is 

ITER 

prepare next screen 

NEVEREXIT 

BEGIN 

ITERBEGIN 

send/receive 

check input 
END 

WHEN ok EXIT 

END 

SELECT enough THEN suspend 

ELSE process 

END 

END 

END 
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The decomposition of this program by “send/receive” gives the same result as 

the decomposition Q of the original program by the same statement. This is easily 

verified. 

In fact, the division transformation is transitive: a decomposition transformation 

by the same block applied to two closed structures P and Q, where Q is a 

decomposition of P, gives the same result. 

The properties of symmetry and transitivity can be intuitively understood from 

the concepts that will be introduced in the next section. A mathematical proof for 

regular expressions is given in Section 3. 

The decomposition transformation is also reflexive, i.e., any closed program 

structure is a decomposition of itself. In fact ITER P NEVER EXIT Q END decomposed 

by P remains unchanged. The properties of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity 

make it possible to define equivalence classes on closed program structures, where 

structures of the same class are all decompositions of each other. One may ask 

whether there is an adequate representation for such an equivalence class as a whole. 

Such a representation is the subject of the next section. 

2.3. Generalized program structures 

All decompositions of a closed program structure may be summarized by a graph. 
This will be called the generalized program structure. This is developed, starting from 

Jackson’s (in fact Cohen’s) graphical representation of a program structure as an 

arborescence. A new graphical representation is introduced which meets two condi- 

tions: first, the meaning of the graph must be unambiguous when it is turned in any 

direction, and second, when the graph is read as a hierarchical structure from any 

point (e.g. turning the graph upside down), the result is a division of the original 

structure. This is achieved by a graph where a vertex corresponds to each box of 
the arborescence. 

Figure 5 shows the correspondence between boxes of hierarchical program struc- 

ture notation and vertices of the generalized structure graph. With respect to the 

graphical notation used in section 1, the unary iteration is replaced by a binary 

iteration box with two descendants. 

- The sequence corresponds to a sequential vertex (Fig. 5(a)). The order of execution 

is always counter-clockwise. 

- The selection structure corresponds to a branching vertex (Fig. 5(b)). A branching 
type vertex has one selection type incident edge and two iteration type incident 

edges. On the graphical representation, iteration type edges are linked together by 

a sector of a circle. The branching vertex represents a selection structure when 

entered from the selection edge. The condition of the selection structure is associated 

with the corresponding iteration edge. 
- The iteration structure corresponds to a branching vertex as well, but this time 

it is entered from one of the iteration type edges (Fig. 5(c)). The first (mandatory) 
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C 

Fig. 5. Corresponding graphical notations for generalized structures (left) and hierarchical structures 
(right),(a) BEGIN pq END, (b) SELECT c THEN p ELSE q END,(C) ITER p WHEN c EXIT q END. 

descendant of an iteration structure always corresponds to the selection type edge. 

The two representations of Fig. 5(c) are equivalent. The exit condition is associated 

with the edge from which the vertex is entered. 

- Finally, an elementary operation (leaf of the program structure) corresponds to 

a terminal vertex. 

Given a hierarchical (closed) program structure, the corresponding generalized 

structure is constructed like this: 

For each one of the two descendants of the root, a graph is built according to 

the above correspondences. The outermost (NEVER EXIT) iteration is not represented 

by a vertex but the free edges of the two graphs are simply connected together. This 

is shown by Fig. 6, where the hierarchical structure and the generalized structure 
graph corresponding to Example 2.1 are shown together. 

/ t *x 

El suspend 4 open 

,rea$i; , 
process 

a 

read 

b 

‘t suspend 

eof 4 
process 

Fig. 6. (a) closed program structure of Example 2.1, (b) corresponding generalized program structure. 
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In the generalized structure the root of the program structure has been lost. The 

interest of the generalized structure concept lies in the fact that any edge may be 

considered as the origin of a hierarchical program structure. In fact, starting from 

an edge in one direction we get a hierarchical program structure by following the 

above correspondences. We call this structure the partial view from a directed edge. 

We may do the same thing for the same edge in the opposite direction. Combining 

both by an infinite iteration gives a closed program structure. Such a structure from 
one of the edges of a structure graph will be called a local view. More precisely, if 

p is the partial view from the directed edge u + u and q the partial view from u + U, 

then the local view from u + o is “ITER p NEVER EXIT q END" and the local view 

from 2)+U is “ITER 4 NEVER EXITP END". Local views are a kind of projection of 

the generalized structure. The set of local views is exactly the set of all possible 

decompositions of the original structure. 

Example 2.5. Figure 7 shows the structure graph of the program of Example 2.2. 

The local view from y + “suspend” is the original program structure P of example 

2.2. The partial view from “send/receive”+ u is the division by send/receive of the 

same example. Example 2.4 is the local view from w + “prepare next screen”. 

prepare 
next screen 

Fig. 7. Generalized program structure of Example 2.2. 

Any two local views of the same generalized structure are decompositions of each 

other. In fact, the partial view from one direction of an edge is the division by the 

partial view from its opposite direction of any of the local views located in the part 
of the graph that the first partial view points to. 

Example 2.6. For the same generalized structure of Fig. 7: “BEGIN send/receive; 

check input END" is the partial view from v + U. The division of any of the local 

views v + w, w + U, w + y, y + w, w + “prepare next screen” etc. by this, produces 

the partial view from u + o: 



SELECT ok THENBEGIN 
SELECT enough THEN suspend 
ELSE PrOCeSS 

END 

prepare next screen 
END 

END 

The reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity properties of the decomposition transfor- 
mation are now easily understood because the result of a decomposition transforma- 
tion is always the local view of the corresponding edge of the underlying generalized 
structure. 

In this section we consider data structures in the sense of Jackson. More precisely, 
we use dota .struc?ures described by nesting the following base structures 

SeqUeIICe: BEGINPq END 

SekCtiOll: SELECTP ELSE 4 END 

iteI-&iOI'I: ITERP EXIT 4 END 

The binary iteration, ITER p EXIT q END means that a mandatory occurrence of 
p may be followed by an optional repetition of the sequence qp. h represents a 
repetition of p, where occurrences of p are always separated by q. One of the data 
p or q may be null and thus left out. In particular the structure ITER EXIT q END 
is equivalent to the usual optional iteration as used by Jackson. 

Then we introduce the same concepts for data structures that we have used for 
program structure: 
- A closed data structure is a data structure whose outermost structure is an iteration. 
- The definition of the division transformation is analogous to the definition of the 
transformation for program structures. I.e., the division of closed data structure by 
one of its structure blocks X is the data structure that represents a series of data 
elements occurring between two occurrences of X. 

The division of a data structure may be formally derived by a series of rules 
equivalent to those for data structures: 

N,S( BEGIN Xq END) =BEGIN q&S(Y)END 

&S(BEGIN qX END) =BEGIN &S(Y)qEND 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ &s(Y)EXITqEND 

NxS(l~~~ X EXIT q END) =SELECT &S(Y)ELSEqEND 

NxS( ITER~EXIT X END) =ITER qEXIT&s(Y)END 

&ITERqEXITP(END '4 
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Nx ITER x EXIT 4 END = 4 

Example 2.7. 
(s) ITER 

BEGIN 

form feed 
header 

END 

EXIT 

(Y) ITER 

(x) line 
EXIT 

line feed 

(Y) END 

(s) END 

The division by “line” is: 

f 
&S(X)=SELECT &S(y) ELSE linefeed END 

=SELECTBEGIN formfeed;header ENDELSE linefeed END 

- The decomposition of a closed structure by a structure block X. is the closed 
structure: 

Example 2.8. The decomposition of the structure of example 2.7 by “line” is: 

ITER line 
EXIT 

SELECTBEGIN form feed;header ENDELSE line feed END 
END 

The result of a decomposition transformation is the data structure as seen from 
the selected sub-structure. I.e., when thinking of the data structure as an infinite 
data stream, the decomposition is its structure when starting from an occurrence 
of x. 

Reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity properties are the same as for program 
structures, and the generalized data structure is defined in the same way but without 
conditions. 
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form line 
feed feed 

header line 

Fig. 8. Generalized data structure of Example 2.7. 

Example. Figure 8 is the generalized structure of Example 2.7. 

The concepts of data structure transformations and their properties have their 
mathematical foundations in regular algebra, as will be demonstrated in Section 3. 

2.5. Application to the structure clash problem 

We now return to the structure clash problem. More precisely, we will treat the 
“boundary clash” problem [lo] stated in section 1.2: Consider a program which 
produces a report with the logical structure of Fig. l(d), whereas the physical 
structure of the listing is that of Fig. l(a). The two structures correspond on the 
highest and the lowest level, but not on the intermediate (“title” vs. “header”) level. 
We admit that the example is trivial and easily resolved by any “report writer” type 
of software. However, it has the advantage of being simple and well understood 
and it allows us to show the principles of the solution. 

Following Jackson’s method (section 1.2), we will find ourselves with two co- 
routines. P1 produces the logical report and invokes its partner for each detail or 
title line. P2 when invoked continues to print the physical page layout. P2 corresponds 
to the program of Fig. 3(b) that prints the report from an intermediate file. It may 
written as: 

Example 2.9. 
ITER 

print header 
NEVEREXIT 

ITER 

print one line 
suspend 

WHEN end ofpage EXIT 

END 

END 

This co-routine shall always be invoked at the “suspend” point. The division of 
this co-routine by the “suspend” operation gives the following result (corresponding 
to Fig. 3(a)): 
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print 
header 

‘;$=I 

k 
print 
line -3 

suspend 

Fig. 9. Generalized program structure of Example 2.9. 

BEGIN 

SEI.ECT end of page 

THEN print head 

ELSE nothing 

END 

print one line 

END 

The generalized structure that summarizes subroutine and co-routine is shown in 

Fig. 9. 
There is, however, an unresolved problem: the first invocation will not produce 

a header. More generally, a subroutine obtained from a division transformation 

should always be completed by an “open” (eventually a “close”) routine. The open 

routine and the division subroutine should be encapsulated into a module. A formal 

derivation of open and close routines seems possible by the concept of “header” 

and “trailer” (section 3.6). However, it does not have the simplicity of division 

transformation, despite the fact that we tend to think that these open routines are 

easily found by intuition. 
The same problem may be tackled by transformation of the data structures. The 

conflicting structures are: 

Example 2.10. 
ITER 

header 

EXIT 

ITER detail line 

ITER 

title 

EXIT 

ITER detail line 

EXIT EXIT 

END END 

END END 

Corresponding generalized structures are shown in figures 10a and lob. 

Both structures may be decomposed by “detail line” to give: 
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header 

a 

Fig. 10. Generalized data structure of Example 2,lO. (a) page structure, (b) block structure, (c) consoli- 
dated structure. 

ITER 

detail line 
EXIT 

SELECT 

header 
ELSE 

END 

END 

1TER 

detail line 
EXIT 

SELECT 

title 
ELSE 

END 

END 

These structures may be combined into one that shows what occurs between two 
detail lines: 

ITER 

detail line 
EXIT 

BEGIN 

SELECT header 
ELSE 

END 

SELECT title 
ELSE 

END 

END 

END 

Decomposed by “header ” we find the familiar structure: 

ITER 

title 
EXIT 

ITER 

BEGIN 

SELECT 

header 
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ELSE 

END 

detail line 
END 

EXIT 

END 

END 

This structure is equivalent to that of Fig. 4. 
The corresponding generalized structure is shown in Fig. 10(c). 

2.6. Division algorithm 

The division (and thus the decomposition) of a program may be derived by an 
algorithm following the above rules. We give an algorithm in a Pascal-like pseudo- 
code. The program structure is assumed to be given in form of an arborescence 
structure. Nodes are linked upwards (ancestor pointer) and downwards (descendant 
‘pointers). 

The function argument is a structure block within the arborescence of a program 
structure. The program structure must be closed. “Division” is a recursive function 
that returns the result of the division transformation according to the rules of 
section 2.1. 

TYPE 

structure_block: 
RECORD 

ancestor: POINTER TO structure_block; 
left-descendant, right-descendant: POINTER TO structure_block; 
structure-type: (sequence, selection, iteration, terminal) 
CASE structure-type 0~ 

selection, iteration: condition; 
terminal: operation; 

END 

END 

FUNCTION division (branch: structure_block): structure_block; 
BEGIN 

father = ancestor OF branch; 
IF branch = left-descendant OF father THEN 

brother:= right-descendant OF father; 
ELSE 

brother := left-descendant OF father; 
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CASE structure-type OF 

sequence: 

BEGIN 

division.structure_type := sequence; 
IF branch = left-descendant OF father THEN 

BEGIN 

division.left_descendant := brother; 
division.right_descendant := division(father); 

END 

ELSE 

BEGlN 

division.left_descendant := division(father); 

division.right_descendant := brother; 

END 

END 

selection: 

BEGIN 

division.structure_type := iteration; 

division.left_descendant := division(father); 
division.right_descendaut := brother; 

IF branch is the left descendant of its ancestor THEN 

division.condition := father-condition 

ELSE division.condition:= NoT(father_condition); 

END 

iteration: 

BEGIN 

IF father= NILTHEN 

division := brother 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

division.left_descendant := brother 
division.right_descendant := division(father); 

division.condition := NOT (father.condition) 

IF branch is the left descendant of its ancestor THEN 

division.structure_type := se’lection; 

ELSE division.structure_type := iteration; 

END 

END 

END 
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3. D~m~si~ion of regular expressions 

3.1. Re~iur e~ress~o~s 

Given a set of symbols (an alphabets A, regular sets are: 
- subsets of A, 
- the set of concatenations of all pairs of words p and q from two regular sets, 
- union of regular sets, 
- the set of all sequences of words from a set including the null word. 
Regular sets are denoted by regular ~pres~ions, which are formed from 
- the null word A symbol, 
- the empty set 0 symbol, 
- constants from A, 
- variables for regular sets, 
- the concatenation pq, 
- the union p-f-q, 
- the iteration p* denotes the set of all possibte concatenations of words from p 

including A. 
(see [ 1,2 and 91) 

Example: A = (I, J, K, L, Ad, IV), a possible regular expression is L( t + K)*NI, possible 
members of this regular set are: LM, Ll~f/~Nl, L/KK~~KKKliN~ 

The following obvious properties will be used throughout without explicit reference: 

p+p=p=p+0, p+q=q+p, 

pA=Ap=p, p”p” = p” = ( p*y, 

The following identities are proved in [9]: 

Properties 3.1. 

(1) p0=0p=0, 
(2) 0*=A, 
(3) A*=A, 
(4) (p+q)r=pr+qr, p(q+r)=pq+Pr, 
(5) PP* = P*P, 
(6) P”=PP*++, 
(7) (P+!?)*=(P*9*)*t 
(8) (Pd”P = P(4P)“, 
(9) (P*d*P*=(P+d*, P*blP*)*=(P+4)*> 

(10) (p*q)*=(p+q)*q+4 (pq*)*=p(p+d”+A- 



In what follows, we extend the formalism of regular expressions by an iteration 
operator acting on two expressions: 

Definition 3.2 (binary iteration operator). p * q = (pq~~p =p(qp)* (the second 
equation holds by (8)). 

We assume the following precedence between operators: 

1st: unary *, 
2nd: concatenation, 
3rd: binary *, 
4th: +. 

E.g.: ~~b*c~=~+(b*(c~)) 
The introduction of a binary iteration operator is essential for the results developed 

in the following section. In fact, the central Theorem 3.5 is a direct consequence of 
some of the following identities for binary iteration: 

Properties 3.3. 

(111 P * 4=Pq(P * 4)+P, 
(12) p”q=p*(q*P)=P*(q”(P*“‘, 
(13) A *p=p*, 
(14) P * A =PP*, 
(15) p *@=m 
(16) @*p=Ca, 
(17) (P * 414 =p(4 x:Ph 
(18) q*p=q(p*qh+q, 
(1% pq * r = (P * qr)q = p(4 + rp), 
(20) p*q~=(pq*~)~p+p=pq(~p*~~+p~ 
(21) (P*q)*~=P*(q+r)=(P*~~*q, 
(221 P * (9 * 4 =pWfp) * 4)4p+p9Pfp, 
(23) (P+q)*r=(n~qr)(p*(r*q))(n*rq)+q*r. 

Proof. (references to Properties 3.1.) 

(11) ~*q=(Pq)*P=(Pq(Pq)*+~)p=pdPd*p+P=PdP”q)f~~ 
(12) P * (9 *P) =P * (q(pd*) = (pdpd*~*p = (pd*p =p * 9, by (1% (6) 

The second equation follows from a recursive application of the first one. 
(13) and (14) by definition of p * q. 
(15) p*0=~(0p)*=p0*=pA. 
(16) 0*p=0(p0)“=0A =0. 
(17) (P * 4h = (pq)“pq ‘P4(P4)” =p(4 *PI- 
(18) (q*p)=qp(q*p)Cq=q(p*q)q+q,by(11),(17). 
(1% p4*~=(pq~)*pq=(p*q~)q,pq*r=pq(~pq)*=p(q*~p~. 
(20) p* qr=p(qr*p)p+p=pq(r*pq)p+p=(pq* rbp+p, by (M, (1% (17); 

P * qr=pqr(p * w)+p=pq(rp * q)+p, by (111, (1%. 
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(211 (p * q) * r= ((pq~*p~)*(pq)*p = (pq+pG*pl by (9); 
=(p(q+~))*p=P~~q+~~ 
=(p*r)*q bypfq=q+p. 

(22) p*(q”r)=p((q*r)*p)p++p=p(q*(r+p))p+p by(l8),(21~ 

=P(d(r+P) * 4)4+4lP+P by (18) 

=Pd(r+Pl* q~qP~PqP~P 

(23) (P+9)*r=(P+g)(r*(P+q))(P+q)+P+q by (18) 

=(P+4)((r* q)*P)~P+q)+P+q by (21) 

=P(~~~q)*P)P+P (:I) 

+Pf(r * 4)* PI4 (:I0 

+ q((r * 4) * PIP (:IW 

+4tfr* 4) *p)9+4 f:IW 

I: p((p*q)*p)p+p=p*(r*q) by (18) 

II: PC($ * B) * PI9 = (P * tr * q))(r * 414 by (17) 

III: q((r * 4) * P)P = 4(r * 4MP * (r * 4)) by 07) 

Iv: q((r*q)*p)q+q=q((r*q)(p*(r~q))(r*q)-tr*q)q+q by(W 

=dr*qlfP*tr* q))(p*q)q+q(r* qk+q 

=dr* qMp*(r* q))(r*qh?+q *r by (18) 

(P+q)“r=(q(r*q)+n)(P*(r*q))((p*q)qfn)+q*r 

=(A *qr)(P*(r*;MA *d+q*r a 

Finally the following rule is a direct consequence of the Theorem of Arden [3] (by 
substitution): If A is not in pq then X = p * q is the unique solution of X = PX -k q 
(not used in what follows). 

3.2. The division transformation 

In what follows, we use expression functions e, f etc. in the following sense: In 
f(x), x is a variable (or perhaps a constant) for a regular expression and f(x) is a 
regular expression where x appears exactly once. If x = y then f(x) and f(y) are 
identical regular expressions. In particular we use a, b as symbols for atomic 
expressions. I.e., a(x, y) means one of the following: x + y, y + x, x * y, y * x, xy, yx. 

Example. e(x) = I+ K * xN. 

Definition 3.4. The division of a regular expression e(x) by x is an expression S, 
such that the regular set denoted by e(x) can be written as 

e(x) = k(x * sjf+ m 

where x does not appear in k, s, Z or m. 
The division of e(x) by x will be written s = N.e(x). 



The regular set represented by N.e(x) is the set of all words that may appear between 
two occurrences of x in a word of the set e(x). The division may be derived by a 
purely formal transfo~ation of a regular expression. The rules of the following 
theorem give the result of a division transformation with respect to a variable, 
expressed in terms of the division with respect to the next higher nesting level. The 
division can be computed by applying these rules recursively from x upwards. The 
different possible cases of operators of the regular algebra must be distinguished. 

Theorem 3.5. 

01 k%v) = qt~~e(y~), 
(2) K&xl = (~~e(y))q, 
(3) N&cd t- x) = W&W) * q, 
(41 N& * 91= W&y)! + q, 
(51 Kek * x) = 4 * t&e(y)), 
(6) N.=P). 

Proof. Let r stand for &e(y), i.e., the division of the next higher nesting level. To 
prove the rules, we show that if the division of the next higher nesting level is 
known, i.e. if e(y) may be written as k(a(x, q) * r)Z+ FEZ, then it may also be written 
as k’(x * b(q, r))l’+m’, where the atomic expression b is the division by x. The 
following identities are direct consequences of the properties 3.3 of the binary 
iteration operator. 

(1) k(xq * r)l= k(x * qr)qZ, by (19). 
(2) k(qx * r)E= kq(x * rq)l, by (19). 
(3) k((q+x) * r)f= k(A * qr)(x * (r* q))(A * rq)l+k(q * r)Z, by (23). 
(4) k((x * q) *r)l= k(x * (q-i- r))l, by (21). 
(5) k((q * x) * r)l= k((q * r) * x)l, by (21). 

k((q * x) * r)l= k(q * r)(x * (q * r))(q + r)l+k(q * r)Z, by (18). 
(6) x =x * 0, by (15). Cl 

Exampie. In this and the following examples we consider regular expressions on 
an alphabet (I, J, K, L, M, IV}: The expression Lf ((l+ N) * K)M has possible occur- 
rences such as i, IKIKNKIKNM, IM, IKIKIKM, etc. 

The division by N (which appears only once in the expression) is: 

N,L+((/+x)* K)M =(N,(L+(x* K)M))*I (3) 

=(N,(L+xM)+K)*I (4) 

=(MN,(L+x)+ K) * I (1) 

=(M(N,x*L)+K)*I (3) 

=(M(@*L)+K)*/ (6) 

=(M@~-K)*[ 

=K*l 
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One may observe from this example that symbols standing outside the outermost 

iteration (I + x) * K got lost during the division transformation. This is stated by the 

following: 

Corollary 3.6 (outermost iteration). Let P =f(q * r), wherefis an expressionfunction 

without iteration operator, then 

N,P= r and N,P=q. 

Proof. (1) NJ(x) = 0. In fact N,,y = 0 (by Theorem 3.5) and the result of the division 

operation of an expression without iteration is a nesting of expressions e of the 

type xc(y), e(y)x, e(y) * x. But all of these are 0 for e(y) =0. Thus, the result of 

their nesting is 0. 

(2) N,f(q*r)=N,f(x)+r=O+r=r, N,f(q*r)=q*NJ(x)=q*@=q 
(Theorem 3.5.) Cl 

Corollary 3.7. N,(p * e(x)) =f(p) fir somef: 

Proof. Following Theorem 3.5, the division by a sub-expression is an expression of 

the division by the next higher nesting level. On the other hand, the division by 
e(x) is p. Thus, the division is an expression of p. Cl 

This corollary means that the result of a division transformation may always be 

written as an expression function of one of the sub-expressions of the highest 

nesting level. This property is essential as it assures that the “reverse” division 

N,(N,( P * e(x))) is always defined. We will frequently make use of it without 

explicit reference. 

3.3. The decomposition transformation 

The result Corollary 3.6 shows that only the part of an expression inside its 

outermost iteration operation appears in the result of a division transformation. 

This motivates us to focus on expressions with an iteration at the outermost nesting 

level, e.g. p * p’. We call such expressions closed regular expressions. We will use 

capitals for closed expressions and frequently write them as P = p * p’, Q = q * q’ etc. 

Definition 3.8. For a closed regular expression P = e(x), we call (left) decomposition 
by x the closed expression x + N,e(x). We use the symbol A&e(x) for the decomposi- 

tion of e(x) by x. 

By analogy, we call right decomposition the closed expression N,e(x) * x and 

use the symbol M:e(x) for it. 
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Example. Let P = (L * I) * K( I +J) be an expression on the alphabet 

{/,./,K,L,M,N}, let x=/+./, then P=(L*I)*Kx, and M,(L*/)*Kx= 

(/+J)*N,((L*/)*Kx)=(l+J)*((L*I)K 

The decomposition k&e(x) denotes the regular set of all words, starting and ending 

with x, that appear within one of the words of the set e(x). 

Lemma 3.9. N,(p * e(x)) = N,(e(x) * p). 

Proof. For some f, N,(p * e(x)) =f(N,(p * y)) =f(p), and N,(e(x) * p) = 

f(NJy *P)) =f(p) (by Corollary 3.6). 0 

As a consequence of this lemma, we can frequently ignore the difference between 

left and right decompositions. Thus, the following results will be formulated for left 

decomposition (we call them simply decompositions). The generalization to right 

decompositions is straightforward. 

In Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 we will show that in a precise sense the division of a 

closed expression loses no information. i.e., the original expression may be retrieved 

by another decomposition and the result of a decomposition is independent of 

possible intermediate decomposition transformations. To prove these central results, 

the following lemmas will be needed. They are of interest mainly for this particular 
problem. (a(q, r) stands for an atomic expression of q and r). 

Lemma 3.10. Let P = p * a( q, r) and Q = M,l? Then P = M,,Q. 

Lemma 3.11. Let P = p * a( q, r), Q = M,P, R = MJ? Then R = M,Q. 

Proof. Both lemmas are verified by comparison of all possible cases for a(q, r): 

P 0=&P M,Q R = M,P M,Q 

P * qr 4 * v P * 9’ r*pq r*pq 
P * 4 q*pr P * rq r*qp r*qp 
p*(4+4 4*(p*r) o*(q+r) r*(p*q) r*(p*a! 

P*(q*r) 4 * (r+p) p*(q*r) “(4”pj r*(q*6) 
P * (r * 4) 4*(r*p! i(-ir*q) r*(p+q) r*(p+q) Cl 

Lemma 3.12. Let P = p * e(f(q)). 7ken NqP = NJM_c,,P). 

Proof. The nesting level of x in an expression e(x) shall be defined as follows: the 

nesting level of x in a(x) shall be 1 and if the nesting level of y in e(y) is n then 
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that of x in e(a(x, r)) is n + 1. The lemma can be proved by induction on the nesting 
level of q 

n = 1: P =P * 44% r)), then &P = b(r, N,,,,,P), 

&(Mo(q,rjP) = N&(q, r)) * Nl(q,rjP) = b(r, Nz,,,,P). 

n+n+l: P =P * e(f(a(e -)), let s =f(a(s; r)), 

&P = b(r, K,q,,,P), 

Nj(M,P) = b(r, N-,.4&P) = b(r, Ncq, ,,P) 

(by induction assumption) Cl 

Example. P=(L*/)*K(l+x)=(L*I)*Kf(x), Q=M,,,,P=M,((L*I)*K)y= 

(/+x)*(L*I)K, N,Q=N,((I+x)*(L*/)K)=(L*/)K*/ and N,P = 

N,((L*/)*K(/+x))=(L*/)K*I. 

Theorem 3.13 (symmetry). Let P = p * e(q), Q = M,P Then P = MpQ_ 

Proof. By induction on nesting level of q in e(q): 

(i) e(q)=q then Q=q*p and N,Q=q, 
(ii) e(q) = a(q, r) then proved by lemma, 

(iii) assume true for nesting level n: 

P=p*p’=p* e(a(q,r)) and Q=q*q’=q* b(r,N&,,,P). 

Let s=a(q,r), S=M,P=s*s’and S’=s’*s, then 

Q=M,S (by Lemma 3.12) 

S’= MS,Q (by Lemma 3.10) 

M,Q = M,W_s,Q) (by Lemma 3.12) 
= MpS’ = MgS = P (by induction assumption). Cl 

Example. P=(L*/)*K(/+J), Q=:~j,,P=(i~_jj*(r*IjK, ML*tQ=(L*I)* 

N_ ((1 -+j> B xK) = (L * I) * K(/ +J). x \\ 

Theorem 3.14 (transitivity). Let P = e( q, r) u closed expression. Q = M,P, R = M,P = 

r * r’_ Then R = M,Q or R = M:#Q. 

Proof. Several possible cases will be distinguished. 

(i) P =p * e(q) and q =f(r), then proved by Lemma 3.12. 

(ii) P =p * e(r) and r =f(q) then Q = M,R (by Lemma 3.12) and R = McQ (by 

Theorem 3.13). 

(iii) P= e(r) *f(q) then P = MpQ (by ‘Theorem 3.13). 
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R = M,Q (by Lemma 3.12) 

(iv) P=p* e(q,r), we write e(q,r)asf(a(s, t)), wheres=g(q)and t=h(r). Let 

S=M,P=s*s’and T=M,P,then 

(a) S = MsfQ (by Lemma 3.12 and Theorem (3.13), 

(b) T= M,S (by Lemma 3.11), 

(c) R = M,Q (by Lemma 3.12). Cl 

Example. P=(L*x)*K(/+J), Q=M,+,P=(I+J)*(L*x)K,R=M,P=M,((L* 

X)*K(/+J))=X*(L*K(/+J)),M,Q=M,((I+J)*(L*X))K=X*(L*K(I+J)) 

=R. 0 

Finally, as a result of Corollary 3.6: For P = p * p’ we get M,,P = P (rellexivity). 

These results may be interpreted as follows: Let P - Q stand for the fact that P 
is a decomposition of Q, i.e. there is a p such that Q = e(p) and P = M,Q or 

P = MbQ. Then 

(1) P-P, 
(2) if P-Q then Q-P, 

(3) if P-Q and R-P then R-Q. 

I.e., the relation - has the characteristics of an equivalence relation. As with any 

equivalence relation, the decomposition relation - induces a partition of closed 

regular expressions into equivalence classes. All expressions of the same class may 

be obtained from each other by decomposition transformations. One might wonder 

what formal representations should be given to such an equivalence class. This 

formal representation will be defined in the following section by the concept of 

regular structures. 

3.4. Regular structures 

Definition 3.15. A regular structure is a connected circuitless graph (a tree). For 

each edge {u, v} we also consider two directed (or incident) edges (u, v) and (v, u). 

Each vertex is said to be of one of the following types: 

terminal, with one incident edge. 

sequential, with 3 incident edges. With respect to a sequential vertex U, a bijective 

SUCCESSOR mapping is defined on its 3 incident edges. I.e., each incident edge 

has exactly one successor and one predecessor incident edge. 
branching, with 3 incident edges. One of the incident edges is said to be the 

selection edge, the two others are said to be iteration edges. 

The graphical representation is shown in Fig. 11. 

Definition 3.18. The partial view V(u, v) of a directed edge (u, v) is a regular 

expression: 
- If v is terminal, then V(u, v) is the word associated with v. 
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v2 

c ql- >- U "1 
U v3 

V 

ia3 v1 
b 

Fig. 11. Graphical notation of regular structures (a) Sequential vertex with incident edges: (u, vX) = 
SUCCESSOR(u, v2), ;u, v2) = SUCCESSOR(u, v,), (u, v,) = SUCCESSOR(u, us). (h) Branching vertex 

with selection edge (u, v,) and iteration edges (u, v2) with condition c, (u, v,) with condition NOT c. 

- If u is sequential, then V(u, u) = V( u, w) V(u, z), where (w, u) is the successor of 

( y u) and (z, U) is the successor of (w, u). 

- If u is a branching vertex: 

l if (u, u) is the selection edge, then V(u, v) = V(v, w) + V(u, z), 
l if (u, U) is an iteration edge, then V(u, v) = V(u, w) * V(v, z), where (w, u) is 

the selection edge. 

Definition 3.17. The local view W(u, v) of a directed edge (u, V) is a regular 

expression: W( u, 0) = V(u, u) * V( v, u). 

In Fig. 12 the regular structure corresponding to the example of definition 3.8 is 

shown. Example local views are: 

W(v,u)=(L*/)*K(I+J) (PinexampleofDefinition3.8), 

W(v,w)=(/+J)*(L*/)K (QinexampleofTheorem3.13), 

W(U, I) = I * (L * K(I+J)) (R in example of Theorem 3.14). 

For any of the local views, all other local views are decompositions. More precisely, 

if (u, ZY) and (w, z) are edges of a regular structure and u is closer to (w, z) than u 

(i.e., (v, U) points to the direction of (w, z)), then W(U, U) = M,,,,,W( w, z). I.e., 
any partial view V(v, u) is the division by the ‘reverse’ partial view V(u, u) of any 

local view whose edge is on the side of the graph pointed to by (0, u). 

Example. In the regular structure of Fig. 12, V( y u) is the division by V(v, u) of 

any of the local views: W(ZJ, w), W( w, a), W(v, K), W(K, v), W(w, I), W(/, w), 

W(w, J), W(J, w) and (trivally) W(u, u), W(u, u). 

J 

w i 
L h-7 u u 

I K 
Fig. 12. Regular structure of the example to Definition 3.8. 
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Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 and their proof can be understood most easily when 

reference is made to the concept of regular structure. 

3.5. N-ary regular expressions 

Concatenation and union operators are associative. I.e., (ab)c = a(bc) may be 

written abc and (a + b) + c = a + (b + c) may be written a + b + c. However, in 

the division transformation we make explicit use of the fact that operators are 

binary. In fact, N,e((x+p)+q)=(N,e(y)* q) *p whereas N,e(x+(p+q))= 

(&e(y) * ( p + q)). Although the result is the same regular set according to Properties 

3.3, the expressions are formulated differently. This kind of ambiguity may be 

removed by introducing a division transformation on N-ary regular expressions. As 

usual, we write 

pqr for(pq)r=p(qr) and p+q+r for(p+q)+r=p+(q+r). 

To generalize binary to N-ary iteration in the same style, we note that: 

(* - - (PI * PJ * PJ * * --)“PN=P,*(P*+P3+.. - +pN) (by a recursive applica- 

tion of Property 3.3(21)). 

We may agree to write this as 

~1*~2*~3*~~~*~~=~~~~~~,*~2~*~3~*~~~~*~N. 

In this N-ary iteration p2 to pN may be permutated, but not p, . 
Then we generalize Theorem 3.5 as follows: 

N&r - * - PJXP,+, - * - PN) =PM - - - pNNy4y)pl - - - PJ, 

NAP, * ’ ’ ’ pJ * x * ~J+I ’ ’ ’ * prv) 
= Pl * * ““pJ”pJ+l*’ --*Pi *WW, 

N,e(x*p,*---*pN)=p,+---+pN+NYe(y), 

N,e(p, + - ’ * pJ +x+pJ+, * ’ ‘+pN) 

=N,,e(y)*p,*.--*p~*p~+~*---*p~. 

Fig. 13. Mary regular structure of the example in section 3.5. 
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The regular st~ct~re concert may be generalized to allow vertices with more than 
three incident edges. A sequential vertex may have n incident vertices with a 
SUCCESSOR function. For a branching vertex, one of its n incident edges is of 
selection type, all others are iteration edges. 

Example. An Wary regular structure is shown in Fig. 12. An example of local views 
is: 

W(u,o)=(IM+D+G+(N*ErH*J)+F)*ILE(. 

3.6. Header, trailer and remainder 

The division s = N,e(x) was defined by e(x) = k(x * s)l -i- m. The expressions k, 
1, m may be formally derived, as is seen from the proof of Theorem 3.5. If the 
regular set e(x) may be written as e(x) = k(x * s)Z+ m where k, s, 1 and m do not 
contain x (i.e., s is the division N’e(x)) then we call k = H=e(x) the header, I= T,e(x) 
the trailer and t = R,e(x) the remainder of e(x) with respect to x. 

Headers and trailers may be derived by concatenation of the expressions obtained 
for different atomic expressions: 

(1) &c(xq) = J&e(y), T,e(xq) = qT,eW. 
(2) H.e(qx) = H,e(y)q, T,e(qx) = T,e(y). 
(3) H,e(q + x1 = ff,e(y)(A * q&e(y)), T,e(q + xf = (A * iV$Wq)T,e(y). 
(4) H&$x * q) = H,e(y), T,e(x * 9) = rye(y). 

(51 H,e(q * x1 = &e(y)(q * N,e(yk T,e(q *x1 = (9 * &e(yHT,e(y). 
(6) H&=/l, T&=A. 
(7) R,e(xq) = R,e(qx) = R,e(x * q) = &e(y). 
(8) R,e(q+x) = Re(q * x1 = &e(y) + H,efy)(q * &e(yW,e(yh 

(9) Rx =0. 

These formulas are verified from the proof of Theorem 3.5. 

Example Let P=L*(K+J*N).Then, 

N’(L * (K+J *x)) = J * (L * K). 

H,(L B (K+ J * x)) = L(A * KL)(J * (L * K)) = (L * NJ * (L * K)) 

=((L*K)*J)J 

=(t*(K+J))J. 

T,(L * (K+ J * x)) = (J * (f * K))(A * LK)L 

=(J*(L*K))(L*K)=J((L*K)*J) 

=J(L*(K+J)). 
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Clearly, the rules listed above tack the elegance of Theorem 3.5. Their application 

to the example seems to be a compJicated method to obtain a simple result. This 
may suggest that header and trailer transformation are not yet fuliy understood. 

The results Lemma 3.12 and Theorem 3.13 seem to suggest that headers and trai’ters 

are of minor interest. In fact? the original expression may be gained back without 

using them. However, we state th_s p e ruies for the sake of completeness. 

Conclusion 

This paper presents one possible approach to Jackson’s “structure clash problem”. 

We do not claim to give the definite solution to the problem and the results presented 

here should be viewed in the context of preceding research. For example, a structure 

clash may be resaIved on an operating system level by a mechanism like UNIX 

“pipes”. Durieux [7, S] handies th.e problem by formaiizing directiy Jackson’s 

program inversion on the level of finite automata. The scheduling of co-routines 

corresponds to a Cartesian product of automata. 

It is not our purpose to enter into a debate on what is methodologically the best 

way to handle the problem. We think that the “division” concept gives a good 

feehng of what happens in restricted cases of inversion: e.g. the transformation of 

a program reading a sequentia1 file into a subroutine which is called for each record. 

The concept of “genera1 (regular) structures’* gives a vision of program and data 

structures which is independent of a particular starting point. We argue that it may 

serve as an example of one of the main paradigms of current computer science: 
abstraction. 

The concepts developed in this paper are not restricted to the context of JSP, 

Their applications to program design in genera1 should be investigated in more 
detaii. Some possible further applications are: 
- In process control reaI time programming, suspend operations are frequent and 

the “natural” start point of program is not always as clear as in business systems. 

It might then be interesting to design the program from any one of the suspend 
points and to “decompose” afterwards for the implementation. 

- Even in conventional programmming, the point from which the program may be 

designed most easily may be a Iocation other than the starting point: e.g. call of 

subprogram, read etc. One might imagine the possibility of writing a “local view” 

of an algorithm with a compiler capable of decomposition transformations. 

- Suppose a program is being written for the processing of an intermediate file. 

One might wish to have a new version of the same program that works as a subroutine. 
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- The local view from a critical point of a program might be helpful in debugging 

a piece of code. 
- The problem of error recovery in syntax analysis might be tackled by using the 

concept of local views. In fact, it is possible to have a piece of syntax specified by 

a regular expression e(p) where p is a unique symbol. Then, if p is the current 

symbol the decomposition, l&,e(p) is the syntax as it appears at this moment. 

Although we give a precise formal transformation for data and program structure, 

we do not claim to have solved all aspects of the structure clash problem. In addition, 

this paper has suggested a number of open questions which could be the subject 

of further research. For example: 

- How could the transformations presented be extended to transform a program 

with several suspend points into a structured program where all of these are mapped 

to the beginning of the program? In terms of regular algebra this means to define 

a transformation analog to the division for an expression P(X) where the variable 

x appears several times. 
- How should the formalism be extended to procedure calls? There seems to be a 

symmetry between calling and being called. 

- The concept of “header” and “trailer” should be explored further, in particular 

to generate open and close routines. 

- Regular structure are defined as circuitless graphs. How could the same graphs 

with circuits be interpreted? This would introduce a rather peculiar type of recur- 

siveness. 
- An algebraic foundation for transformation of program structures should be 

developed, in analogy to regular algebra for data structures. 
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